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Introduction
• Why do you want to publish your work in Nature?

• Why do you present your work at conferences?

http://www.umassmed.edu/Content.aspx?id=103272



http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/cosmicvariance/2011/03/30/
how-to-get-tenure-at-a-major-research-university/

Be known (in a good way)
• Bad reputation is obviously terrible

• No reputation is initially ok, but

• Good reputation is required latest to get 
tenure:



Homepage

At the very least, don’t 
hide from those who are 

actively looking for you.



Who cares?

• Past colleagues, supervisor, students

• Future colleagues, supervisor, students

• Editors (to ask you to peer-review)

• Potential collaborators

• You: control what people see first when 
they “google” you



Content?

• Minimum: with full name, affiliation, 
university email address (!), and a 
flattering/friendly photo

• Research interest

• Publications (self-archival!)

• ...



How?
• Ideally, somewhere on institution 

website (high pagerank, trustworthy)

• Social networking website
e.g. Mendeley, LinkedIn, 
ResearchGate



Twitter

Everyone is an editor



Nuts & Bolts
Tweet
Timeline
Followers
@reply
mention
Retweet
MT
HT
#hashtag



What’s special?

• Asymmetric

• Short

• No “read/unread” status in timeline



Why relevant?

• Stay informed (alert system) about 
colleagues and relevant work
-> Following

• Build up an audience of people 
interested in your science and your views
-> Followers
-> “Old world” analogy: editor!



How to get started?
• Create an account today

• Start following interesting folks (start with people you 
personally know)

• Retweet items you find useful for your followers
(be generous, people love to be retweeted)

• Announce when you will go to a conf or give a seminar

• Tweet about interesting work you come across in your 
daily life

• Occasionally provide an insightful or funny reply

• Build your reputation



Tips
• Focus on one objective/

audience: don't mix science 
with LOLCATS

• Be respectful of your 
follower’s time (low signal/
noise ratio)

• But be aware that # tweets 
correlates with # followers
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Case study



Blogs

Write Your Own News & Views



New model

• Mega journals (PLOS ONE, etc): focus on 
validity, not significance

• Opportunity: significance assessed by 
community after peer-review

• Risk: how to bring paper to the attention 
of relevant community?



Flavours of blogs
• Personal

• Collective 

• Genome Unzipped

• Haldane’s sieve “Discussing preprints in 
population and evolutionary genetics”

• linkstothedamnpaper.org “An Antidote for 
Modern Science Journalism”

• Aggregators

• Researchblogging.org



Tips
• Can rival journal over time, but require 

sustained effort

• Low frequency quality stuff is OK

• Start early and use to cover your own 
needs at first (e.g. as record keeper)

• If you are serious about it, get your own 
domain name



Remember that all this 
is not a substitute for 
doing good science!


